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The system k = (A + sQ( t))x in Rd is considered, where A is a constant matrix 
and Q a quasiperiodic analytic matrix with r basic frequencies. The eigenvalues of 
A are arbitrary including the purely imaginary case. Suppose that the set formed by 
the eigenvalues of A and the basic frequencies of Q satisfies a nonresonant condi- 
tion. Then there is a positive measure cantorian set I such that for E E 6 the system 
is reducible to constant coefftcients by means of a quasiperiodic hange of variables, 
provided a nondegeneracy condition holds. This condition prevents locking at 
resonance. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
We say that a function f is a quasiperiodic function of time with basic 
frequencies 0 1, . . . . 0, if f( 2) = F( 8 1, . . . . O,), where F is 272 periodic in all its 
arguments and 13, = wi t for j= 1, . . . . r. Furthermore, f will be called 
analytic quasiperiodic in a strip of width p if F is analytical for 
IIm Ojl <p for j= 1, . . . . r. In this case we denote by Ilfll, the norm 
sup{ IF(h, -.., O,)l/lIm 0, I < p, 1 <j < r}. Let us consider first the equation, 
i = A(t)x, (O-1) 
where A(t) is an n x n matrix that depends on time in a quasiperiodic way 
with basic frequencies o = (CO,, .. . . CD,)‘. We say that a change of variables 
X = P(t) y is a Lyapunov-Perron (LP) transformation if P(t) is nonsingular 
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and P(t), P-‘(t), and P(t) are bounded for all t E R. Moreover, if P, P-l, 
and P are quasiperiodic we refer to x = P(t) y as a quasiperiodic LP 
transformation. If x = P(t) y is a LP transformation, then y satisfies the 
equation 
3=B(t)y, (0.2) 
where B= P-‘(AP-P). We say that (0.1) is reducible if there is a 
quasiperiodic LP transformation that transforms (0.1) to (0.2), where B is 
a constant matrix. Obviously if Q is periodic the reducibility in all cases is 
given by the classical Floquet theory. In [2] this problem is studied for 
different conditions on A and Q and the ideas used in the present paper are 
very close to the ones found in [a]. Another source of inspiration has been 
the proof of KAM theorem given in [l]. 
It is also known [4] that if A is sufficiently smooth, its frequencies 
satisfy a suitable nonresonant candition and it has the so called “full 
spectrum” (see [4] for the definition), then the system (0.1) is reducible. 
In this paper we shall drop the “full spectrum” hypothesis and we shall 
consider A(t) analytical and close to a nonresonant constant matrix. Our 
system will be 
i = (A + ~Q(t))x, (0.3) 
with x a d-dimensional vector. Let Aj, j= 1, . . . . d be the eigenvalues of A 
and Ir= (A,, . . . . A,). The greatest dihiculties are found when the real parts 
of all Aj are equal (perhaps zero) and the authors are not aware of any 
result in this case. We present a theorem which holds in this case asking for 
some nonresonant conditions for the vector v ‘= (A’, oT). This condition is 
satisfied by a set of big relative measure in the space of the parameter v. 
Under some nondegeneracy conditions we shall prove that if s0 is small 
enough, there exists a cantorian subset d of [0, sO] of positive measure 
such that, if E E d then (0.3) is reducible. Moreover, our proof is construc- 
tive using an iterative scheme with quadratic convergence with respect to 
E. That is, after n steps the transformed equation looks like (0.3) with A,(E), 
a*“, and QJt, E) (bounded by some M,) instead of A, E, and Q(r) for E in 
some cantorian set s*,. 
1. MAIN RESULTS 
We define the average of Q(f) as 
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For the existence of the limit see [3 3. We consider first Eq. (0.3) after 
averaging with respect o t and some rearrangement 
1 = (A + &&(t))X, 
where Q(t) = Q(t) - Q, A = A + @. Next we do the change of variables 
x = (I+ EP) y to obtain 
j=[(z+&P)-1(A+&(AP-~+~))+&2(z+&P)-1~P]y, (1.1) 
where Z denotes the identity matrix in Rd. We would like to have 
(z+&P)-‘(A+&(AP-P+Q))=A 
and this implies 
P=AP-PA@. (1.2) 
Suppose now that we have a quasiperiodic solution of (1.2) with the same 
frequencies which appear in Q. Then, (1.1) becomes 
j= [A+&2(z+&P)-lQP]y. 
Now we average again and restart the process. Obviously, if we can do this 
until the n th step, we shall obtain an equation like 
f, = (A, + E2”&)X,, 
where II&,,\\ can be very large. We are going to see that, under suitable 
conditions, this method converges. 
THEOREM. Consider the equation P = (A + ~Q(t))x, E E (0, E,,) and x E Rd, 
where A is a constant matrix with different eigenvalues A,, . . . . 1, and Q(t) is 
a quasiperiodic matrix with basic frequencies ol, . . . . co,. Suppose that 
(1) Q is analytic on a strip of with p0 with p0 > 0. 
(2) The vector v, where vT= (A,, . . . . Ad, no,, . . . . -0,) satisfies 
the nonresonance conditions 
for all me {m,EZ’, lmll =0 or Im,( =2} x {m2EZ’, lrnzl ZO}, where c, is 
apositive number, y”=r+d+/?, /3> -1 and Im( =C>z‘l’Imjl. 
(3) Let 0 be the average of Q with respect to t and let J.,?(E) be an 
eigenvalue of 2 = A + E@ for j = 1, . . . . d. We require 
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Then there exists a cantorian set d c (0, Ed) with positive Lebesgue measure 
such that the system J? = (A + EQ)X is reducible. If Ed is small enough the 
relative measure of Q in (0, Ed) is close to 1. Furthermore the quasiperiodic 
change of variables that transforms the system to j = By (B being a constant 
matrix) has the same basic frequencies as Q. 
Remark 1. The nonresonance condition for v is satisfied for most of the 
values of v. More concretely, if v belongs to a ball of radius R then we have 
that the condition is satisfied for all v except by a set of relative Lebesgue 
measure less than 4c,(d+ r)“‘([(2 + /?)/R), where { denotes the Riemann 
zeta function. The third condition is a nondegenerary condition, not 
allowing to be locked at resonance. This condition can be replaced by a 
higher order nondegeneracy condition but it is not so simple to state in the 
hypothesis. 
Remark 2. We can suppose that A = diag(;l, , . . . . 2,). Let 11Q11, be the 
matricial norm associated to the vector norm defined by I( (f, , . . . . fd)'ll p = 
maxICkGd Ilfkllp9 where )( fkll, is the norm defined in the Introduction. 
Introducing a new time r = st, where 
s=max 
x2/3 + 1 
-9 IIQII,} 
PO 
we can suppose p. 2 7r2/3 + 1, IlQll,,, d 1. These bounds will be used in the 
proof of the theorem. The scaling can change the constant c, and, therefore 
the admisible set of E is scaled by the same factor. 
2. LEMMAS 
We need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let NY = # (k E Zr/lkl = x.I= I Ikil = m}. Then 
2’ r r-l 
N:‘<(r-l)! m+2 ’ ( > 
Vr, m 2 1. 
Proof: As k, ranges from -r to r we have the recurrence relation 
and NI; = 2 for all m. This satisfies the relation given on the statement. 
Suppose that this relation holds for all m and some r. Then 
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m-1 
NY+ 1 =2 c N’:+N’:+2 
k=l 
<2 ~ 
I 1 (r-l)! ( > dx+(r-l)! m+f ( > 
-;:^,I,ilr!I,(~,,-l+,; 
+2 
But 
and, using that r !/2’ < (1 + r/2)‘, the result follows. d 
Remark. A simpler (and worse) bound like NY < 2rm’- ’ can also be 
obtained by induction. There is numerical evidence that the factor i, which 
multiplies r on the statement of the lemma can be replaced by 0.1872183, 
slightly larger than (2e)-‘. The bound of the lemma is also true for m = 0. 
LEMMA 2. Let 
p= 1 pkeW.w)J’- 
keZ’ 
be an analytic Fourier series satisfying [p&l <A, Ik(? e-p’lkl for k#O with 
y >O. Zf p2 E (0, pl) then, for k #O, we have Ipk( <A, e-P2’k’, where 
AZ = AI(Y/(P~ -P&Y. 
Proof. We know lpkl <A, lkjY e-(P1Pp2)‘k’ ePP21k’. Using that the 
maximum of g(x) = xye P(p1 - Pz)x is reached when x = y/(pl - p2) the proof 
is completed. 1 
LEMMA 3. We consider p = AP - PA + Q, where A = diag(&, . . . . &) and 
Q is a quasiperiodic matrix with basic frequencies w= (o,, . . . . o,)= and 
without constant term. Let qii be the elements of Q, 
qij= C qi e(k,w)fir. 
ks Z’\(O} 
We suppose also lq$ < A4e-P1Jk1 and I&-;l,- (k, o) fi/ > c/lk/‘for all 
i, jE { 1, . . . . d} and all ke Z’\(O). Then there exists a unique solution P of 
P = AP - PA + Q with the same frequencies as Q and which satisfies I psi < 
Ne-p21kl with p2e (0, pl) and N= (M/c)(y/(p, - p2)e)Y. 
116 
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pij= 2 ppk.+m, 
keZ’\{O} 
and this means that we have to solve the linear system 
90 = hj P@ + qij, clii=Ai-Aj, 1 < i, j < d. 
It is easy to obtain the coefficients p$, 
From the hypothesis one has the bound 
and using Lemma 2 we obtain 
Remark. The worst situation is found when Ai - Aj are on the imaginary 
axis. If they are off of it the given bounds of Ip$ are very high compared 
with the actual values. Therefore it is enough to restrict to the case when 
Re(lZ, - Aj) = 0 for all i, jc (1, . . . . d}, both for the initial matrix A and for 
all the matrices A, found in the iterative process. 
LEMMA 4. Let 
q(t) = C qk e(k.%‘= 
ksZ’ 
be such that lqkl < Me-P”k’. Then, for r B 2, one has 
Proof: Let t be a complex number verifying IIm ejl < p2, where 
8,=wjt, l< j,<r. Then 
[q(t)1 < C )qkl Je(k,Wf)nJ <M C e-P1tki ePztki 
keZ’ keZ’ 
<M C e-(P~-pz)lki~ 
ksZ’ 
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Let us define 6 = p1 - p2. This implies that 
and using Lemma 1 
As the function x w (x + r/2)‘-’ e-6x has at most one maximum on [0, co) 
the sum is bounded by the maximum plus the integral. Hence 
2’ r-1 ‘-1 - - 
Oql’PZ<M (I- l)! K 1 & 
e6”2 
+(i)‘ebri2 1: (6 (x+i)y-’ ee”‘t”‘d(6 (X+i))] 
2’ 1 
=M(rze 
w2 
[ 
(r-rl);-ls+(r- l)! 
e 1 
=$f f rew2 
0 [ 
@-$-‘L+1 
(r - l)! 1 
<M i ’ earl2 1 + 
0 [ &- ’ 1 
Remark. In the statement one should replace the last factor of the 
bound by (1 i-6/e) if r= 1. 
LEMMA 5. Let {K,,}nsN be a sequence of positive numbers such that 
K,, < anbKi _ 1. Then 
Proof: It is easy to see that 
K <al+2+22+ .,. +2”-’ 
n. 
To bound the expression in brackets we take logarithms, 
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Then 
ln((j+ 2)((j+ 3)/(j+ 2))‘-9 
2 if2 
Hence, 
j-l 
exp c < n (i + 2)2-“+“(j + 3)2-(‘+“, 
i=O 
and taking j= 3 one obtains exp c < 513 because 243224 < (5/3)16. Finally 
K, < a2’-‘((exp c)~)~“K~ and the result follows. 1 
Remark. One can improve the bound on exp c but not by more than 
three per thousand. 
LEMMA 6. Consider the expression a,, = ((n + 1)c/2)2-” for n E N u (0). 
If c 2 3 the maximum is obtained for n = 1 and therefore a,, < 2”- l’12. 
ProoJ: Let g(x) = ln[((x + 1)‘/2)2-“] = c2-“(ln(x + 1) -In a), where 
a= 2”’ and x 20. Computing the derivative and equating to zero one 
should have h(x) = In 2(ln(x + 1) - In a) - l/(x + 1) = 0 to obtain a maxi- 
mum. The function h is monotonically increasing, as In a < f In 2 one has 
h( 1) < 0, h(2) > 0 for all c > 3. To see that the maximum over the integers 
is attained at n = 1 we compare the values for n = 1 and n = 2. One obtains 
(2”/2)“2 and (3”/2)“” and the first one is larger than the second if 
c > (In 2/ln (4/3)) z 2.41. 1 
LEMMA 7. Let A4 be a diagonal matrix with different eigenvalues pi, 
j= 1, . . . . d, and a = mini,j;izj Ipi- pjl. Let N be a matrix such that 
(d + 1) IINII <a (here II.II is the sup norm). Let vi, j= 1, . . . . d be the eigen- 
values of A4 + N, B a suitable matrix such that B- ‘(iI4 + N)B = D = diag(vj) 
with condition number C(B). Then 
(1) fl=mini,j;i+iIvi-vjl >a--2 IIN(l. 
(2) C(B)<(a+(d-3) llNll)/(a-(d+ 1) IlNll). In particular, if 
[INIl <a/(3d-1) then C(B)<2. 
Proof: From Gerschgorin Lemma it follows IP~- vi1 < IINII and hence 1 
holds. Let N = (n,), B = (b,). The matrix B is made of eigenvectors of 
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M+ IV. We choose a matrix B such that ZIP = 1, j = 1, . . . . d. To determine 
b,, k = 1, . . . . d, k # j we have to solve a (d - l)-dimensional linear system, 
where the diagonal entries of the matrix are pk - vi + nkk, k # j, and the out 
of diagonal entries are nk,,,, k # j, m # j. The independent erm has entries 
-nkj, k#j. Let b, such that (b,l =maxk+j (b,l. From 
n,,b,j+ ... +n,j-,bj-,j+n,j+,bj+,j+ ... +n,,b~+(~,-Vj)b~j=-n, 
one has 
Insjl IIW 
‘bs”’ IpL,-vjl - IINII ‘a-2 IINII’ 
Therefore, B = Z + B’ with 
,,B’l, <V- 1) IIN < 1 
a-2llNll ’ 
Then C(B) = Ml I\ B-‘(1 < (1 + llB’II)/( 1 - llB’l\ ) and (2) follows. m 
LEMMA 8. Let w E R’ and I,, s = 1, . . . . d such that 
for all s, jE{l,...,d} and all kEZ’\{O}, where c>O, Y~>O. Define a 
resonant subset Se, as 
such that Ip + I, - Aj - fl(k’, w)l < 5). 
Let +(PL) =m(~JPh where m denotes the Lebesgue measure. Zf 
y2=y1 +r+ 1 then lim inf,,,, 1,&)=0. 
ProoJ Take CL,, = c/rP. For any k’ with (k’l 2 n and any couple s, j the 
measure of the resonant interval of 9 is bounded by c/jk’l”. Adding for all 
the values of k’ with lk’l = n’ and all s, j and using the remark following 
Lemma 1, we have 
m(3,J<c2rd2 1 ’ 
n’2n (n’),,-‘+l 
< 2crd2(n - l)-(Y*-‘). 
505/98/1-V 
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Furthermore the resonant intervals associated to n’<n are disjoint with 
BP, if n is large enough. Hence, for n large enough, r,+“) < 
).&p+ l)-(YI+u which goes to zero if n goes to infinity. 1 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
First we are going to do the proof without worrying about resonances, 
and then we shall take out the values of E for which the proof fails. 
We suppose that we have applied the method exposed in Section 1 until 
step II, and we are going to see that we can apply it again to obtain the 
n + 1 step. In this way we shall obtain bounds for the quasiperiodic part at 
the nth step and for the transformation at this step, and this allows us to 
prove the convergence. Now suppose that we are at the nth step. This 
means that we have 
where A, is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues A;, . . . . 1: satisfying 
with y = yy + r + 1 and c, is taken as c, = c,,/(n + 1)2. We have Q, = (qnij) 
with 
qnij= 1 qtij e(k,+f= 
k#O 
and lqnijl <IV,, e-Pnik’, where M, = 11 Q,J ,,“. Moreover, {p,}, is a sequence 
defined by pn = p,, _ i - 2/n2 with p. = rr2/3 + 1, and p, = p,, + l/n’. 
We note that the limit value lim, _ m pn is equal to 1. Finally we suppose 
that Q, has already been averaged: Q,= 0. Now we need to solve 
P,, = A,, P, - P, A,, + Q, and we use Lemma 3 to obtain a unique P, = ( pnij)o 
whose elements verify 
p”,= c &e’k.“‘J-T1 
keZ’\(O} 
and 
Introducing E = ( l/co)(y/e)y we have that Ip&l < EM,(n + 1)2(y+1) e-pn+“k’, 
where E does not depend on n. 
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Now we can apply Lemma 4 to bound )JP,JJ pn+, : 
Therefore 
Ilpnllp”+, <dEM,(n+ l)*(y+l) 
x (2(n + 1)2)’ er’(*(n+ 1?) [ ( 1 + l/(n + l)* )I $&xj * 
We can bound the previous expression by 
lIp”llp.+, < LM,(n -I- l)*o + r+ I), 
where 
(3.1) 
L = d.52’ e’/* 1-k 
J&j. ) 
Of course, if r = 1 we replace ,/mj by e. 
Now, remembering that M, = IlQll Pn we obtain the bound that we were 
looking for, 
IIP&+, <L(n+ 1)2(y+r+1)JJQnJI,,. (3.2) 
If we change variables through y, + , = (I+ E*“P,)x, we obtain 
I n+l=(A,+~2”+’ (Z+&*“P,)-‘Q,P,,Y,+~. 
We suppose now that )).c*‘P,)) <i (we shall see after that it can be achieved 
by selecting E small enough). Let Qz+ I = (I+ c2”P,)-lQnPn. We can now 
bound the new quasiperiodic part, 
IlQ:+lb.+, G 1 _ ,lc2fp ,, IlQnll,,,, IIMp,,,, n Pn+1 
and using (3.2) we obtain 
IQ:+ IlIp,+, <2&+ 1)2(y+‘+1) IlQ,& 
At this point we introduce the matrices &z+, (see Section 1) and 
A+, =A,+& 2”t’Qn*+, (we note that, in general, 6,,+, has no diagonal 
form). We still have 
II&n*+ lllp.+( <22L(n+ l)*(“+‘+‘) IlQ,ll;,. 
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Now we have the following equation 
3n+,=(~~+1+&*“+‘&n*+l)yn+1. 
Let Bn+cl be a matrix such that B;i i A,+ i B, + 1 = A, + i is diagonal. We 
choose the diagonal of Bn+, equal to the identity as in Lemma 7. Making 
x,+1 = B, + I y, + i , one obtains 
i n+, = (4x+1 +~~~+‘Qn+dxn+1, 
where Q,+l=B;+!,~~+,B,,,. As Qn+l=O we only need to control the 
size of IIQn+lII,,+,. We define the condition number C(B)= //B-‘/1 ((B(( 
for all nonsingular constant matrices B, and we shall see later that 
C( B,) < 2, Vn. 
Now we can bound JIQn+lll,+,, 
llQ,+,ll,,+, = IIB,-:,$,*+,B,+~ll,~+~~4~(~+~)2’y+r+1) IIQAI;,. 
If we suppose that the same inequality holds for jJQnlJ,,, . . . . /Qi (IPI and we 
use Lemma 5 together with )I Qoll,, = 1 one obtains 
where b=2(y+r+ 1). 
At this point we are in a situation to prove the convergence. The 
quasiperiodic part at the nth step is s*“Q, 
(Im zI < pn is bounded by 
This converges to 0 if the bracket is less than 
K = (5/3)b4L. 
1, that is, if E-C K-l, where 
We had left without proof the fact ~~.s~“P,~)~,~  < 4. Recall (3.1) and then 
whose norm on the strip 
Z(y+r+l) 
lI~Z”RtllP.+, d @ + lJ4 (&K)? 
To have ll~2”~,Ilp,+, < $ it is enough to take 
where c= 2(y +r+ 1)>2(2r+ d). Using Lemma 6 it is enough to take 
E-qwJ2)-‘=Ep 
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To end this part we need to prove that the condition C(B,) < 2, Vn holds 
if E is sufficiently small. Let LY = min,, j 11: - A;[. The successive steps 
change the minimum distance between eigenvalues (see Lemma 7) at most 
by 
We ask that this value be less than 42. Then IAl - A.;[> a/2 and the condi- 
tion (2) of Lemma 7 to have C(B,) < 2 is written as 
that holds for all n if it holds for n = 0. Hence it is enough to impose the 
condition 
to guarantee C(B,) < 2 for all the transformations. Hence ljs2”Qnll p = 1 goes 
to zero if E < min(e,, c2) = c3. To see that the composition of all the trans- 
formations B,, ,(I+ E*“P,) . IS convergent we first bound the transformation 
at step n, 
< 1 + (d- 1) &*“+I II&n*+lllp.+, 
[ (a/2)4e2”+’ IIQ;+,II,,+, c1 +&*’ llP&+J 1 
1 + (n + 1)2(y+1)(~K)2” 
4 1 
= (1 + a,)( 1 + b,). 
It is clear that a, and 6, go to zero when n goes to infinity and that the 
series 
are convergent if E<E3. Then the full procedure works for 
E < min(e,, .e3) = e4 provided the nonresonance condition 
holds for all i, Jo { 1, . . . . d}, for all k~Z’\{0} and for all n~Nu (0). To 
end the proof we are going to take into account the resonances. Let (P;(E) 
be the function that gives the values of 2; -A; at step n, 
(P;(E) = A;(E) - A;(E) + E* d;,* + c3 d$,3 + . . . . 
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At every step the eigenvalues and the diagonalizing matrix, B,, 1, depend 
algebraically, and therefore analytically, on E. Hence, as 
$ @P(4 - IZjO(&)Lo > 26
one has (d/de) Iq;(s)I >6 if E is small enough, EC&~. On the other side 
l&z/&l is bounded by some 6 for all i, j, n in some interval 
E E (0, E) c (0, .Q) n (0, +). Here we use, for simplicity, the remark following 
Lemma 3 and consider all the ‘p; as purely imaginary. If we take some pm 
(see Lemma 8), with y, = y,, y2 = y, c = c0 = q/2, such that p,,,/S< E when 
E ranges on (0, E) then ‘p; ranges on (-p,, p,J. 
To obtain the cantorian set $ where the nonresonance conditions hold 
for n = 0 one should delete an infinity of intervals in the range of E with a 
measure at most t/&J 2~,( l/6) d*. The relative measure of $ in (0, p,/s) 
is at least 1 - I,Q~) 28(d2/6). In a similar way we obtain the set G”, c c$~ _, , 
where the nonresonant condition holds up to n. Its relative measure in 
(0, pL,/E) is at least 
which goes to 1 if n goes to infinity. The limit set 
is the cantorian that we were looking for. u 
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